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Context: Housing Problems in Hong Kong 
Chronic shortage of affordable accommodation has been a great 
challenge in many of the cosmopolitan cities like Hong Kong. The sky-
high property market has resulted in micro-space design like “nano-
flats”, “cage-apartment”, and “sub-divided flats”. The problem of 
shrinking living space should be able to resolve by the sense of 
creativity through rethinking how micro-space design can facilitate an 
open and shared-living approach. 

Source: Photo credited to Mr. Edgar Jayet (Ecole Camondo/HKDI)



Cross-disciplinary Approach 
to Future Co-living Design
The lab invited a group of students (i.e. local and 
international students) from various design disciplines (i.e. 
from interior design to architectural studies) to research the 
city’s housing problem, and how everyday urban lifestyle 
shapes the way we utilize space and design. 

Source: Photo credited to Mr. Edgar Jayet (Ecole Camondo/HKDI)



Social Interactions and Relations 
A series of home visit, workshops, and interviews 
were arranged to allow social interaction among 
students, design professionals, potential users, social 
workers, and researchers to co-create possibilities of 
future living design solutions.

Source: Photo credited to Mr. Edgar Jayet (Ecole Camondo/HKDI)



The Co-design Processes
The lab invited the design students, academics, design 
professionals, social workers, potential users (e.g. elderly 
and young professionals) in a series of discussion to explore 
new ideas on micro-living and the potential design impacts 
on everyday life.   



The design studio encouraged the participants to re-imagine
their future living, and discussed alternate space design can
facilitate a communal living environment embracing
convenience, care & respect, and mutual support.

Storytelling and Visualisation



City and Environment Planning 

Public/Private Space Re-imagined?
How can new architectural design make 
changes to our conception of public and 
private space in city landscape? 

A model by Interior Design student to develop a comprehensive scheme to build co-
living concepts on a footbridge. 
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